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ZERO+
HOUSING STRATEGY

THEME
ZeZero plus building means the total amount of energy used by the building on an annual basis is 
roughly equal to the amount of renewable energy created on the site. Thus, firstly, we considered 
about the energy system by focusing on its main inputs and outputs, questioning how the inputs 
could be generated on site and how the outputs could be reused. Then, we decided to achieve 
this goal by developing horizontal and vertical urban farming to satisfy the daily food need of sur-
rounding residents by assistance of fotovoltaic panel and waste composting to produce renewable 
energy.

URBAN CONTEXT
The proposed project site at Ortomercato is located in South-West of Milan, an urban transforming 
area. 
Before the master plan, this area is isolated from the context by the surrouding iron fence. While 
after the master plan, it’s more accessible. However, although there are already two connections 
(one under the railway, another one is the future station), the Ortomercato site is still far from the 
citizens who live in the opposite side of the railway. 
Instead of making another new connection between two seperate parts, we pInstead of making another new connection between two seperate parts, we proposed to do anoth-
er new “ortomercato” on another side.  But the new “ortomercato” is also different from the old 
one. It will contain the Zero plus housing with urban farming and other accompanied renewable 
energy installations.

DESIGN PROCEDURE
We did traffic noise analysis to select the site, which is in the most comfortable situation. Then with 
analysis of topography and rainwater flow direction, we found out the lowest points, with which we 
developed the tesselation with Voronoi theory. 
After that, we were thinking to make the lowest part as water collection tank, the semi-lower part 
as horizontal farming, while the highest part as vertical farming, commercial site and residential 
area.


